Trial Amendment to our COVID Spectator Policy

In an effort to be as flexible as possible, we will be testing out a modification to our “no spectator policy” effective this weekend, for youth game play only. The modification will be the following.

1. The “no spectator policy” is still in effect relative to viewing any games from on our field turf.

2. However, in addition to our parking lots, we will now allow spectators to stand and watch games from behind the fence line along the emergency access road that runs the length of our complex besides the fields.

3. **No chairs**, barbecues, food or tents of any kind will be allowed in this area. This road must be kept open for emergency access to our fields.

4. **Parents MUST** adhere to the one spectator per player rule and no siblings rule.

5. All parents must wear masks at ALL times and social distance from others 6 feet or more.

6. Trash in, trash out still applies.

7. Bathrooms are for players and coaches use ONLY

8. This will be a week to week trial only. If these rules are strictly followed without any incidents, we will continue extending these modifications to future weeks.
COVID GUIDELINES

NO SPECTATORS
We will enforce this to maintain staff and player health and safety.

MASKS REQUIRED
Masks required for all players, coaches, and officials.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
6 ft. rule required on the sidelines with players and coaches.

ENTRY AND EXITS
Use designated entry and exit points.

TRASH IN/TRASH OUT
All trash must be removed.
Key
Entry = 🟢
Exit = 🟤
Outside Field = △
Bathrooms